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As one year ends and another soon begins, I’m 

 surrounded by the usual tsunami of snail-mail  

 catalogs and online discount codes, hawking the 

latest gifts to lavish upon loved ones. 

Futurist that I am, I couldn’t help but won-

der:  What will be on a wish list 20-plus years 

from now?  What will be the things that would 

be in-demand, desired, and perfect for the people  

(or bots) that we adore?

I created  this list as my New Year’s gift to you in 

order to spark ideas, discussion and debate about 

where our  culture is heading—and how our lives 

will morph in the decades ahead. 

Here’s to imagining and creating our  

Best (or worst?) Future,
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Must-Haves
for



1

Intelligence  
Booster Chip  for 20  
Days of  Job Interviews
For any loved one who needs a competitive edge, we offer the Omega IQ 

Booster ($279) that implants seamlessly into any bioport and stimu-

lates key cognitive areas, enriching creativity, executive processing and 

memory. A minimum of 35 IQ points added for three weeks, with 1 milli-

second upload; powered by Apple Solar Cell, not included. Pre-approved 

for integration with psychoactives. In matte silver or 374 fleshtones.  

*Social skills booster also available; our GiftBot can tell you more.



2

Mandarin  
 Language 
Chip  for Trip 
to Shanghai
How many times a year do you Hyperloop 

to Shanghai? If you or someone close 

to you visits often,  why struggle 

with translation apps when you can 

speak and comprehend seamlessly?  

This tiny chip ($99) plugs into any 

bioport and translates 38 dialects 

and slang – as well as facial expres-

sion and gesture reading. Advanced 

accent variability allows you to select 

from 127 spoken voices. Waterproof, 

with self-charging battery and life-

time guarantee. GPS-integrated for 

ease of strolling and conversing while 

in Shanghai.



Exoskeletal  
Strength-Amplifier for   
Amazon Walking Adventure 
It’s the hottest trip right now – a 

trek through the last preserve of 

true rainforest on the planet. For 

anyone who has a reservation and 

is ready to embark, the Exoskeletal 

Strength-Amplifier is a must. 

Crafted of ultra-lightweight titani-

um-strength resin in 46 colors, this 

sleek, pliable body armor ($699) 

can be worn under or over clothing. 

Boosts muscle strength by 300% 

and fully supports bones against 

bruising, fractures and breaks. Also 

available in self-warming and -cool-

ing version ($849). Runs on Apple 

Solar Cell, not included. 
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Gender  
Expansion 
Enhancement,  
Weekend Lease
The ultimate next step in gender. Treat 

someone to 48 hours of a different 

gender with fully reversible surgery 

that lets you experience how others  

live ($14,995). In partnership with 

America’s top-rated robotic surgery 

clinic with multiple locations in every 

state, this patented, scar-free proce-

dure will be the ultimate adventure 

for two days. There are over 5,000 

permutations to suit your vision of 

your alter-ego. Complete weekend 

wardrobe, picked with a celebrity AI 

stylist, is included. 
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5

English-Speaking Pug
What is your dog trying to tell you? 

Wonder no more. We are pleased 

to announce the arrival of the very 

first litter of English-speaking Pug 

puppies! Only 6 are available, each 

expected to have a 5,000-word 

vocabulary by the end of its first 

year. Choose from 89 renowned actor 

and robo voices to give your pup 

the perfect personality. Puppies are 

already implanted with MediChips 

and are fully insurable. $15,000 

each. Waiting list for litter two can 

be accessed via our GiftBot.
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One  
Evening  
VR Trip to 
Your Future
Gift someone with six hours in their 

AI-enriched Future. Who will they 

be in 20 years, how will they live 

and whom will they love? It will all 

be generated for them in exacting 

detail based on biodata, emo-surveil-

lance and predictive AI, and lushly 

rendered in a memorable 4D experi-

ence ($399).  Downloadable version 

of the experience is shared imme-

diately upon completion for future 

immersive viewing. 

Note: Participant must sign waiver 

releasing responsibility for the 

impact of scenarios shared. 



Weekend VR  
Retro-Trip to  
Departed Parents  
and Siblings
Yes, you can go home again – whether 

that means a childhood in year 2000 

New York City or a small town in Poland 

in the 1800s. Treat someone to a week-

end-long VR Immersion ($999) to re-live 

their past – up to 10 generations back! 

– and create new memories. Developed 

with full access to uploaded memory files 

and all major ancestry DNA databases, 

this will be a stunning, hyper-real experi-

ence, custom-crafted by elite VR artists. 

Downloadable version of the experience is 

shared immediately upon completion for 

future immersive viewing; one TheraBot 

session also included to ensure seamless 

emotional processing.  
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Fresh Natural  
Food Dinner with  
Real Spring Water
Few people today know what natu-

ral foods taste like – let us create 

an heirloom dinner in the style 

of our early 20th-century ances-

tors. Organic ingredients grown 

on Pennsylvania’s famed Morgan 

Estate Preserve and 100% real 

meat and game are hand-craft-

ed by an elite chef into a decadent 

10-course meal for two ($2000), 

complete with immersive soundtrack 

and projected imagery. The dinner 

will share such rare tastes as spring 

greens, New Jersey tomatoes, quail, 

lamb, and berries – along with other 

foods that also vanished in the last 

decade.  Absolutely no lab-grown, 

3D-printed, or GMO foods are used. 

The meal is accompanied by a flight 

of spring water, bottled before the 

Cheyenne Nuclear Incident. All 

gratuities included. 
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Custom-Crafted 
Genius Newborn
For the couple, individual or co-living unit 

that has everything, we proudly present the 

ultimate gift: A newborn that incorporates 

fully screened and CRISPR’d DNA from up 

to four individuals of any gender. Using the 

latest technologies from OvaSynth, a healthy 

newborn with an IQ of no less than 165 will 

be delivered within 3 months of DNA collec-

tion. $500,000. Customization of physical 

appearance available, $125,000. Includes full 

DNA-vetting and guardianship legal docu-

mentation. Limited to 3 babies in the coming 

calendar year. To join the waiting list for next 

year, contact our GiftBot.



Share in a  
Private Reservoir
Imagine no more atmospheric water harvest-

ing, no more filtering and micro-plastic moni-

toring. Gift the gift of worry-free drinking 

water to a special someone ($899/year).  

We have created an exclusive reservoir on a 

carefully guarded Maine campus, and deliver 

water quarterly, using zero-emission trans-

portation.  The gift includes the H2App that 

provides constant real-time visual connec-

tion to the reservoir and water analysis, for a 

deep relationship between the Reservoir Share 

recipient and their hydration source. 
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Brainstorm with us  
about how your Brand 
and business can adapt  
in Tomorrow’s new  
landscape. 
Let’s chat at  
212-772-7778.
Best Future, 

Which item on this Wish List  
will be most in-demand,  
which won’t truly be needed?  
What other items should be added?  

Let us know at:

Faithpopcorn.com

BrainReserve

@BrainReserve

Popcornbrains

Faith Popcorn’s BrainReserve
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